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Priority Claim

This application claims priority from Provisional Application filed

September 22, 2000, Serial No. 60/235,510, Attorney Reference No. ASTS-1-1006.

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to electronic document interaction.

Background of the Invention

Paper negotiable instruments and documents (contracts) are unique in the fact that a

tangible token, i.e. a piece of paper, actually embodies intangible rights and obligations.

A core concept that is not easily transferable into the digital world is that of an "original" for

puiposes of legal concepts such as "Holder In Due Course," Presentment" and

"Negotiation " The extreme difficulty of creating a unique electronic token or other means

which embodies the singular attributes of a negotiable paper document or instrument dictates

that the rules relating to negotiable documents and instruments not be simply amended to

allow the use of an electronic record for the requisite paper writing. Legal support has now

been created for the creation, transferability and enforceability of electronic notes and

document equivalents.
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Although there exist some systems that attempt to provide for secure document

storage and transfer, none present a system that strictly adheres to the new legal support,

specifically, identifying and insuring a record is a single authoritative copy and that a record

is transferable. Accordingly, there is a need for an electronic document system that strictly

meets the present legal support, thereby giving no question to the authenticity of electronic

documents.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention provides a system, method and computer programmed product

for generating, identifying and transferring electronic documents. The invention includes a

document system coupled to a plurality of customer systems over a network. The document

system includes a document upload component, an assigning component, a salting

component, and an identifier component. The document upload component uploads and

stores an electronic document from one of the customer systems over the network. The

assigning component designates the uploaded electronic document as a single authoritative

copy and as a transferable record. The salting component generates and stores a salt value

(comprised of random bits of data used to introduce randomness) that is associated with the

uploaded electronic document. The digesting component generates and stores a digest of the

uploaded electronic document using the generated salt value. The identifier component

identifies the holder in due course of the uploaded electronic document.

The system further includes a transferring component for transferring the uploaded

electronic document to a new holder in due course. The transferring component includes a

flag component for flagging the stored document that was endorsed for transfer as a

non-single authoritative copy.

The document system further includes an endorsing component, a transmission

component, and a verifying component. In a preferred embodiment, the endorsing component

endorses the document by the present holder in due course to a new holder in due course. The

transmission component sends the endorsed document, the associated stored salt value, and

the associated generated digest to the new holder in due course. The verifying component

verifies that the sent document is the single authoritative copy based on the associated stored

salt value and the associated generated digest. The document upload component uploads and

stores a new electronic document to a document system from the new holder in due course.

The salting component generates and stores a new salt value that is associated with the newly

uploaded electronic document. The digesting component generates and stores a new digest of

the newly uploaded electronic document using the generated new salt value.

-2-
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In another aspect of the present invention, the verifying component generates a digest

of the sent document using the sent salt value, and verifies that the sent document is the

single authoritative copy by comparing the generated digest to the sent digest.

As will be readily appreciated from the foregoing summary, this invention provides a

secure system, method, and computer programmed product for generating, identifying and

transferring electronic documents.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The preferred embodiment of this invention is discussed in detail below with

reference to the following drawings.

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram showing components of the present invention;

FIGURE 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a preferred process for generating a

transferable single authoritative copy;

FIGURE 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a preferred process for transferring the

generated transferable single authoritative copy; and

FIGURES 4-10 are screen shots of example graphical user interfaces presented by the

system shown in FIGURE 1 for performing the processes ofFIGURES 2 and 3.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

The present invention is a system, method, and computer program product for

generating, identifying and transferring single authoritative copies of electronic documents.

The present invention is preferably implemented as software components that are executed

on a networked system, such as system 20 shown in FIGURE 1. The present invention may

be implemented as stand-alone software components, for example delivered via Application

Service Provider (ASP) technology, or integrated into a larger system. System 20 includes a

document system 22 coupled to multiple customer systems 28 operated by customers over a

public or private network 30. Document system 22 includes a database 24 for storing

documents, digital signatures, digital signature certificate information, document related

information (such as history), and various other information related to transactions performed

on the stored documents.

The connections between the various components of the present invention may be a

wireless or non-wireless connection, or a combination ofboth. Customer system 28 maybe a

personal computer connected to a network service provider over a public switched telephone

network, a cell phone or personal data assistant wirelessly connected to a network service

provider or other device that is connectable to network 30.

-3-
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FIGURE 2 shows a preferred process performed by system 20. At block 50, a

customer uploads an electronic document to document system 22. The type of electronic

document to be uploaded may, for example, consist of an electronic record that would qualify

as a note under Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial Code or a document under Article 7 of

the Uniform Commercial Code if the electronic record were in writing. Preferably, the

electronic document identifies some type of financial obligation, such as a home loan. The

customer might include a lessor and a lessee who have begun a financial relationship,

whereby the document identifies the lessor's ownership interest in a physical entity that the

lessee has purchased with the help of a monetary loan supplied by the lessor.

At block 52, the customer designates the document as a single authoritative copy, if

the document is to be a single authoritative copy. At block 54, the customer designates the

document as a transferable record, ifthe document is to be a transferable record. At block 56,

document system 22 stores the uploaded document in database 24 with information about the

responses to the previous actions. At block 58, document system 22 generates and securely

saves a salt value, if the document is identified as a single authoritative copy. At block 60,

the document system 22 generates and stores a digest based on a bit representation of the

document and the salt value. The effect of "salting", i.e., generating a digest using a salt

value, effectively "marics" the document as the original and single authoritative copy.

Specifically, "salting" is the creation of a unique "salt" value for a particular document or

digest. This allows document system 22 to clearly separate the activities that implement

negotiable status for the transferable record itself (e.g., digital signatures) and those same

activities applied to the plain text defining the transferable record. The salt value is

preferably no less than 20 bytes in length and is generated by using a secure algorithm. The

salt value is securely stored, separately from the content defining the document (transferable

record) and the document itself, to ensure that it cannot be re-associated with the original

document.

At block 64, the customer electronically signs the document using customer

system 28. Document system 22 applies the signature(s) to the digest based on a digital

certificate recorded by the document system 22 or recorded by a system accessible to the

document system. At block 68, document system 22 records which of the customers is the

present holder in due course of the document.

FIGURE 3 shows a preferred process performed by system 20 of the present

invention for transferring a document previously uploaded and designated as a single

authoritative copy and as a transferable record. At block 70, the customer identified as holder

in due course endorses the document over to a new holder in due course. The holder in due

-4-
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course is the person considered to be in legal possession of the document At block 72,

document system 22 retrieves the stored document, the signed digest of the document, and

the salt value that was used to create the digest, and sends them to the new holder in due

course. At block 74, the new holder in due course verifies that the document was the single

authoritative copy. The verification is performed by digesting the sent document using the

salt value and comparing it to the signed digest At block 76, the new holder in due course

accepts the endorsed document, once the verification is confirmed. At block 78, document

server 22 flags the document that is stored as not being a single authoritative copy or

transferable record. At block 80, document server 22 generates and stores a new salt value.

At block 82, document server 22 receives from the new holder in due course the verified

document and stores it as a new document At block 84, document server 22 generates a new

digest based on the newly stored document and the new salt value.

FIGURES 4-10 are screen shots of user interface windows generated by document

system 22. These screen shots are viewable by customers that access document system 22 via

customer system 28 over network 30. A customer, preferably one with a membership to

document system 22^ accesses document system 22 by entering a previously approved access

code.

FIGURE 4 illustrates an upload window 100 that allows a customer to designate an

electronic document that is stored in or accessible by customer system 28. Upload

window 100 includes a number of user interface (UI) components that allow a customer to

provide various designations for the document that is being uploaded. For example, in UI

component 106 of the upload window, the customer has the option of designating the

electronic document as a single authoritative copy.

FIGURE 5 illustrates an activity window 1 14 that includes various UI components

that identify various activities or tasks that the customer needs to perform on specific

documents stored in database 24 of document system 22. A document transfer UI

component 118 presents the customer with a list of documents that the customer needs to

accept. Document transfer UI component 118 also presents information indicating the due

date assigned to each document in the list, and the name of the transferor and the transferee

of the associated document. Located in proximity to each document in the list (e.g., along the

same row) is one of two different types ofUI buttons: an accept transfer button and a transfer

status button. When the accept transfer button is activated by the customer, the customer is

sent to an accept transfer window(see FIGURE 10 below). When the transfer status button is

activated, the customer is sent to a transfer status window(see FIGURE 9 below).

-5-
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FIGURE 6 illustrates a document information window 130 that presents various

information about a particular document. Document information window 130 includes a

document properties subwindow 132, a tasks subwindow 134, a transfer history

subwindow 136, and a document comment subwindow 138. Document properties

subwindow 132 displays various document properties, such as the uploader, the upload date,

document format, size, etc. Tasks subwindow 134 presents icons of various tasks not yet

completed for the presented document. Transfer history subwindow 136 presents the history

of transfers that have occurred on this document and documents comment subwindow 138

presents any comments that have been applied to the document.

FIGURE 7 illustrates a document transfer window 140 that is generated after a

customer indicates a request to perform a transfer transaction. Document transfer

window 140 includes a select document UI component 142, a transfer option UI

component 144, and a transfer recipient designation component 146. Select document UI

component 142 provides a location where the customer enters the name of a document

previously stored in document system 22 that they wish to transfer. In one embodiment, in

order for the customer to properly designate a document for transfer, the customer must be

designated as holder in due course by information previously associated with the document.

Transfer option UI component 144 allows the customer to indicate a name for the document

transfer, a due date, any comments, or other information relative to the transfer transaction.

Transfer recipient designation component 146 allows the customer to identify the recipient or

transferee from a list of other customers or subscribers to document system 20.

FIGURE 8 illustrates an endorsement window 150 for allowing the customer to

endorse a document they have designated for transfer. Endorsement window 150 includes a

list 152 of documents to be transferred and an endorsing identifier UI component 154.

List 152 of documents to be transferred presents the documents that were identified in

document transfer window 140. Endorsing identifier UI component 154 allows the customer

to apply an identifying title, such as appraiser, client, escrow, president, architect, or a

manually entered title, to their endorsement.

FIGURE 9 illustrates a transfer status window 160 for presenting the status of

transferred documents in a display area 162. Transfer status window 160 is presented

preferably after the customer requests transfer status. The request for transfer status can be

performed at the document transfer UI component 1 18 in activity window 1 14.

FIGURE 10 illustrates an accept records window 170 that allows a customer to view

transferred document information and accept or decline a transferred document. Accept

records window 170 is presented preferably after the customer requests to view documents,
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transferred to them by another customer, that require acceptance. The customer requests to

view documents transferred to than by selecting a UI command at the document transfer

UI component 1 18 in activity window 114.

While the preferred embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and described, it

will be appreciated that various changes can be made without departing from the spirit and

scope of the invention. For example, various other graphical or non-graphical UIs can be

used for performing the functions described above. Accordingly, the scope ofthe invention is

not limited by the disclosure of the preferred embodiment. Instead, the scope ofthe invention

should be determined entirely by reference to the claims that follow.

-7-
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The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is

claimed are defined as follows:

1 . A method for generating and transferring electronic documents, comprising:

uploading and storing an electronic document to a document system from a

customer system over a network;

designating the uploaded electronic document as a single authoritative copy and

as a transferable record;

generating and storing a salt value that is associated with the uploaded electronic

document;

generating and storing a digest of the uploaded electronic document using the

generated salt value; and

identifying the holder in due course of the uploaded electronic document

2. The method of Claim 1, further comprising transferring the uploaded electronic

document to a new holder in due course.

3 . The method ofClaim 2, wherein transferring comprises:

endorsing the document by the present holder in due course to a new holder in

due course;

sending the endorsed document, the associated stored salt value, and the

associated generated digest to the new holder in due course;

verifying that the sent document is the single authoritative copy based on the

associated stored salt value and the associated generated digest;

storing a new electronic document to the document system from the new holder in

due course;

generating and storing a new salt value that is associated with the newly stored

electronic document; and

generating and storing a new digest of the newly uploaded electronic document

using the generated new salt value.

4. The method of Claim 3, wherein transferring further comprises at the document

system, flagging the stored document that was endorsed for transfer as a non-single

authoritative copy.

-8-
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5. The method of Claim 3, wherein verifying comprises:

generating a digest of the sent document using the sent salt value; and

verifying that the sent document is the single authoritative copy by comparing the

generated digest to the sent digest.

6. The method of Claim 3, wherein the newly stored electronic document is identical

to the sent document.

7. A system for generating and transferring electronic documents, comprising:

a plurality ofcustomer systems; and

a document system coupled to the plurality of customer systems over a network,

comprising:

a document upload component configured to upload and store an

electronic document from one of the customer systems over the

network;

an assigning component configured to designate the uploaded electronic

document as a single authoritative copy and as a transferable record;

a salting component configured to generate and store a salt value that is

associated with the uploaded electronic document;

a digesting component configured to generate and store a digest of the

uploaded electronic document using the generated salt value; and

an identifier component configured to identify the holder in due course of

the uploaded electronic document.

8. The system of Claim 7, wherein the document system further comprises a

transferring component configured to transfer the uploaded electronic document to a new

holder in due course.

9. The system of Claim 8, wherein the document system further comprises:

an endorsing component configured to endorse the document by the present

holder in due course to a new holder in due course;

a transmission component configured to send the endorsed document, the

associated stored salt value, and the associated generated digest to the new

holder in due course;

a verifying component configured to verify that the sent document is the single

authoritative copy based on the associated stored salt value and the associated

generated digest;

-9-
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wherein the document upload component uploads and stores a new electronic

document to a document system from the new holder in due course;

wherein the salting component generates and stores a new salt value that is

associated with the newly uploaded electronic document; and

wherein the digesting component generates and stores a new digest of the newly

uploaded electronic document using the generated new salt value.

10. The system of Claim 9, wherein the transferring component further comprises a flag

component configured to flag the stored document that was endorsed for transfer as a

non-single authoritative copy.

11. The system of Claim 9, wherein the verifying component generates a digest of the

sent document using the sent salt value, and verifies that the sent document is the single

authoritative copy by comparing the generated digest to the sent digest.

12. The system of Claim 9, wherein the newly stored electronic document is identical to

the sent document.

13. A system for generating and transferring electronic documents, comprising:

a means for uploading and storing an electronic document to a document system

from a customer system over a network;

a means for designating the uploaded electronic document as a single

authoritative copy and as a transferable record;

a means for generating and storing a salt value that is associated with the

uploaded electronic document;

a means for generating and storing a digest of the uploaded electronic document

using the generated salt value; and

a means for identifying the holder in due course of the uploaded electronic

document.

14. The system of Claim 13, further comprising a means for transferring the uploaded

electronic document to a new holder in due course.

15. The system ofClaim 14, wherein the means for transferring comprises:

a means for endorsing the document by the present holder in due course to a new

holder in due course;

-10-
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a means for sending the endorsed document, the associated stored salt value, and

the associated generated digest to the new holder in due course;

a means for verifying that the sent document is the single authoritative copy based

on the associated stored salt value and the associated generated digest;

a means for uploading and storing a new electronic document to a document

system from the new holder in due course;

a means for generating and storing a new salt value that is associated with the

newly uploaded electronic document; and

a means for generating and storing a new digest of the newly uploaded electronic

document using the generated new salt value.

16. The system of Claim 15, wherein the means for transferring further comprises a

means for flagging, at the document system, the stored document that was endorsed for

transfer as a non-single authoritative copy.

17. The system ofClaim 15, wherein the means for verifying comprises:

a means for generating a digest of the sent document using the sent salt value; and

a means for verifying that the sent document is the single authoritative copy by

comparing the generated digest to the sent digest.

18. The system of Claim 15, wherein the newly stored document is identical to the sent

document.
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50

UPLOAD A DOCUMENT TO THE
DOCUMENT SYSTEM

52

IF THE DOCUMENT IS TO BE A SINGLE
AUTHORITATIVE COPY, DESIGNATE THE

DOCUMENT AS A SINGLE
AUTHORITATIVE COPY

54

IF THE DOCUMENT IS TO BE A
TRANSFERABLE RECORD, DESIGNATE THE
DOCUMENT AS ATRANSFERABLE RECORD

56

STORE THE UPLOADED DOCUMENTAND
RESPONSES TOTHE ACTIONS ABOVE

58

GENERATE AND SECURELY
SAVE A SALT VALUE

60

GENERATE AND STORE A DIGEST BASED
ON A BIT REPRESENTATION OF THE
DOCUMENT AND THE SALT VALUE

64

SIGN THE DIGEST

68

RECORD WHICH OF THE SIGNING
PARTIES IS HOLDER IN DUE
COURSE OFTHE DOCUMENT

FIG. 2.
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70

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE
ENDORSES DOCUMENT OVER TO
A NEW HOLDER IN DUE COURSE

72

SEND DOCUMENT, DIGEST AND
SALT VALUE FOR THAT DIGEST TO
THE NEW HOLDER IN DUE COURSE

74

VERIFY THAT THE DOCUMENT WAS THE
SINGLE AUTHORITATIVE COPY

76

NEW HOLDER IN DUE COURSE ACCEPTS
THE ENDORSED DOCUMENT

78

FLAG THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT
AS A NON-SINGLE

AUTHORITATIVE COPY

GENERATE AND STORE A NEW
SALT VALUE

80

82

STORE A NEW DOCUMENT

84

GENERATE NEW DIGEST BASED
ON NEW DOCUMENTAND NEW

SALT VALUE

FIG. 3.
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